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Abstract— A nonnegative tensor decomposition (NTD)
approach has been developed to analyze the ionospheric
magnetic field data of the Swarm Alpha and Charlie satellites
for the Mw7.8 2015 Nepal earthquake. All available satellite
data were analyzed regardless of geomagnetic activity. We used
the amplitude time–frequency spectra of the two-satellite data
to build third-order tensors and decomposed them into three
components. One of these components seems to be more
affected by seismicity. In particular, the cumulative number
of anomalous tracks of this component displays accelerated
growth that conforms to a sigmoid fit from 60 to 40 days
before the mainshock. Subsequently, until ten days before the
earthquake, it shows a weak accelerating trend that obeys a
power-law behavior and then resumes linear growth after the
mainshock. Moreover, the cumulative anomaly was indicated
not to be caused by geomagnetic activity, solar activity, or other
nonseismic factors. An investigation of the foreshocks around
the epicenter reveals that the cumulative Benioff strain also
exhibited two accelerated growths before the mainshock, which
is consistent with the cumulative result of ionospheric anomalies.
In the first acceleration stage, seismicity appeared in the
region surrounding the epicenter, and most of the ionospheric
anomalies were offset away from the epicenter. During the
second acceleration stage, some foreshocks occurred closer to
or on the mainshock fault, and ionospheric anomalies also
appeared near two faults around the epicenter. Furthermore,
the correspondence between the ionospheric anomalies and
the anomalies in different geolayers can be explained by the
lithosphere–atmosphere–ionosphere coupling model.

Index Terms— 2015 Nepal earthquake, instability activities
on fault, nonnegative tensor decomposition (NTD), precursors,
Swarm satellite magnetic field data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

EARTHQUAKES occur when the stress exerted on the
Earth’s crust reaches its limit and a part of the crust

suddenly fractures [1], [2]. As the stress increases, crustal
changes gradually proceed, and various phenomena occur
before the main rupture [1], [3]. In fact, many case studies have
shown that there are relevant geophysical and geochemical
anomalies in different layers before earthquakes [4], [5], such
as mechanical and acoustic (lithospheric strain and stress
changes [6]), electromagnetic (changes in lithospheric electric
conductivity and the geomagnetic field, atmospheric electric
field anomalies, ionospheric magnetic field, and ion density
anomalies [5], [7], [8], [9], [10]), geochemical (gas release
[11]), atmospheric anomalies (outgoing long-wave radiation
(OLR) and temperature variations [5], [12]), and other precur-
sory parameters.

Among the above anomalies, electromagnetic phenom-
ena have long been considered promising candidates for
short-term earthquake prediction [13], [14]. To date, exten-
sive experiments and numerical simulations have confirmed
the possible existence of seismoelectromagnetic phenom-
ena [15], [16]. Furthermore, a large amount of convinc-
ing evidence for seismoelectromagnetic precursors has been
reported [17], [18], [19].

Satellite electromagnetic observation is a suitable tool for
studying earthquakes because seismic zones span extensive
areas [20]. The use of satellite data dates back to 1965 when
Davies and Baker [21] reported some ionospheric electro-
magnetic anomalies preceding the M9.2 1964 Alaskan earth-
quake. Especially, after the launch of DEMETER in 2004,
which is the first satellite dedicated to studying the possible
influences of earthquakes on the ionosphere, more and more
researchers have analyzed ionospheric electromagnetic data to
correlate them with seismic activity and discovered anomalous
phenomena before large earthquakes [22], [23], [24]. The
lithosphere–atmosphere–ionosphere coupling (LAIC) models
further provide a possible description of how ionospheric
electromagnetic anomalies could be precursors to large earth-
quakes [25], [26].

The Swarm constellation is a mission launched by the
European Space Agency to monitor and study the geomagnetic
field [27]. It includes three identical satellites: Alpha, Bravo,
and Charlie. These satellites measure several ionospheric
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parameters; among them, the most important for the goal of
the mission is the magnetic field taken with high precision.
Based on the collected magnetic field data, scientists can
discern the small space-scale variations in the geomagnetic
field, particularly those linked to the lithosphere [28].

To date, some papers have used electromagnetic observa-
tions from Swarm satellites to study large earthquakes and pro-
vide more evidence for the relationship between ionospheric
anomalies and earthquake events [29], [30], [31]. In particular,
the magnetic field and plasma density data have been investi-
gated in many cases, such as the M7.8 Nepal 2015 earthquake
[28], the 2016 M7.8 Ecuador earthquake [31], [32], [33],
the 2017 M8.2 Mexico earthquake [34], the 2017 M7.3 Sar-
pole Zahab earthquake [35], the 2018 M7.5 Indonesia earth-
quake [36], the 2019 M7.1 Ridgecrest earthquake [10], [30],
[37], the 2019 M7.6 Papua New Guinea earthquake [38], and
the 2021 M7.1 Japan earthquake [39]. Researchers found elec-
tromagnetic anomalies and abnormal acceleration behaviors
that were likely related to the preparation phase of these
earthquakes in weeks, days, or hours before these events,
and some coseismic magnetic field perturbations were also
observed [40]. Moreover, some of these studies combined
the ionospheric results with those of other geolayers and
identified a chain of processes in the lithosphere, atmosphere,
and ionosphere. Ghamry et al. [41] searched whether the
ionospheric magnetic anomalies detected by Swarm satel-
lites were associated with thermal anomalies, and the results
suggest that the anomalies in the ionosphere and ground
surface seem to occur at different times, which makes other
coupled channels more reliable before large earthquakes. Some
statistical works found concentrations of anomalies in the days
to months before the earthquake, and the number of anomalies
resembles a positive linear dependence on earthquake magni-
tude [42], [43], [44]. Moreover, the linear correlation between
the logarithm of the anticipation time of the anomaly and the
earthquake magnitude confirms the empirical Rikitake law for
satellite data [29], [45].

However, the ionospheric magnetic field is disturbed by
geomagnetic activity of external origin due to interactions with
the sun and the magnetosphere. As a result, most earthquake
studies have employed only magnetic field data acquired under
quiet geomagnetic conditions [40], [42], which could lose
some information. Furthermore, usually, single-term obser-
vations (i.e., one component of the vector or one satellite)
are used to study complex earthquake events [32], [43],
[46], the results of which could be accidental. For example,
De Santis et al. [29] used 4.7 years of magnetic field data from
Swarm satellites collected under quiet geomagnetic conditions
(|Dst| ≤ 20 nT and ap ≤ 10 nT) to perform a statistical
analysis and found clear concentrations of magnetic anom-
alies before M5.5+ earthquakes. Akhoondzadeh et al. [32]
and Marchetti et al. [43] explored earthquakes in Ecuador
(Mw = 7.8, 2016) and Italy (Mw = 6.0 and Mw = 6.5,
2016), respectively, by analyzing only one component (mainly
the Y -east component of the magnetic field) and one satellite
data, and they obtained the possible chains of processes that
precede the seismic events.

Nonnegative tensor decomposition (NTD) can analyze mul-
tidimensional data and dig out the potential local pattern

features within the data [47]. In 2005, Fitzgerald et al. [48]
employed NTD to separate the saxophone, strings, and
bass guitar signals with partial pattern features from
two-channel mixed data although their energy was spread
across the frequency range. Furthermore, based on NTD,
Miwakeichi et al. [49] extended the research of electroen-
cephalographic data from 2-D space to 3-D space, consid-
ering the channel, frequency, and time information, and they
successfully identified the local activity with a given spectral
pattern from new recordings.

The 2015 Nepal earthquake was a large seismic event; many
studies have been performed to investigate it and analyzed
lots of parameters in different geolayers. For example, in the
lithosphere, before the mainshock, the maximum strain accu-
mulation and low b-value (0.79–0.89) were observed in and
around the western Nepal region [50]; gravity significantly
increased up to 20 μGal/yr in southern Tibet [51]. They likely
reflected the strain accumulation in the preparation phase of
the 2015 Nepal earthquake. In the atmosphere, anomalous
fluctuations occurred at two radon observation stations five
days before the event [52]; negative microwave brightness
temperature (MBT) anomalies occurred plausibly as early
as one month before the mainshock and developed into a
stripe parallel to the thrust belt on the days of the Nepal
earthquake [12]; thermal anomalies appeared two months
before and ten days before the mainshock [53], [54]; and
in mid-March, there was a rapid increase in radiation from
the atmosphere observed by satellites [55]. In the ionosphere,
the very-low-frequency (VLF) subionospheric signal showed
statistically significant shifts of ∼45 min in the evening
terminator time, one day before the event [56]; abnormal total
electron content (TEC) variations appeared several days up to
a few hours before the mainshock with a duration of 6–8 h
[57], [58]; significant ionospheric disturbances were also found
within 10 min after the earthquake, and its maximum anomaly
reached 1.34 TECU, and the maximum duration was 10 min
[59]; and in two months around the mainshock, the Pc3
(20–100 mHz) wave power of satellite magnetic data showed
anomalous differences above the epicenter of the Nepal earth-
quake and its magnetic conjugate point [28]. By consider-
ing multiple parameters at different altitudes, some of these
works found that the anomalies follow a general temporal
evolution pattern from the bottom upward, which reveals the
preearthquake nature of the signals in the atmosphere and
ionosphere.

In this study, we applied NTD to analyze all observa-
tion magnetic field data from the lower orbit Swarm satel-
lites, i.e., Alpha and Charlie, to investigate the 2015 Nepal
earthquake (April 25, 28.231 ◦N, 84.731 ◦E), regardless of
the strength of the geomagnetic activity. We attempted to
extract the hidden local pattern features that only occurred
inside the earthquake-sensitive area and were likely related
to the earthquake from the combined two-satellite Swarm
data.

For each investigated track, we utilized the time–frequency
amplitude spectra of the data from Alpha and Charlie to
build a third-order tensor, decomposed it into three compo-
nents, and extracted the anomalies. Subsequently, the number
of anomalous tracks for the component with the highest
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energy–entropy concentration inside the earthquake-sensitive
area was cumulated, and it was compared with the cumulative
results of the Alpha data and Charlie data without implement-
ing NTD. In addition, we analyzed the impacts of the geomag-
netic activity, solar activity, and other nonseismic accidental
factors on the cumulative anomaly. The lithospheric cumula-
tive Benioff strain was also compared with the ionospheric
cumulative result, and we discussed the possible mechanism
for their anomalous phenomena before the Nepal earthquake.
By combining the present findings with those of studies of
other parameters in different layers, we explored the likely
LAIC before the mainshock to support our results.

II. DATA AND METHOD

A. Swarm Satellite Magnetic Field Data

The Swarm mission has the main objective of measur-
ing the magnetic field originating from the Earth’s core,
mantle, crust, oceans, ionosphere, and magnetosphere [60].
The satellites operate in different near-polar orbits from the
end of 2013 to the present. Alpha and Charlie fly almost
side-by-side (1.4◦ separation in longitude at the equator,
about 150 km separation during our investigation period)
with an initial altitude of 462 km, whereas Bravo is cruis-
ing in a higher orbit with an initial altitude of 511 km
(https://earth.esa.int/eogateway/missions/swarm).

The vector field magnetometers carried by Swarm satellites
perform high-precision and high-resolution measurements
of the strength and variation of the magnetic field in the
ionosphere [61]. Using these observation data, scientists
can discern the small-scale variations in the geomagnetic
field, particularly those linked to the lithosphere [28]. Thus,
high-precision magnetic field observation data are suitable
for exploring the ionospheric precursors that may be related
to earthquakes.

Here, the 1-Hz vector magnetic field data in the north
(X)-east (Y )-center (vertical, Z) reference frame of the
Level-1b (L1b) product are explored. According to previous
works that used three components of magnetic field data to
study geomagnetic jerks [62] (which are rapid time variations
of the magnetic field at the Earth’s surface and thought to be
of primarily internal origin) and earthquake events [28], [29],
[30], [40], [42], [43], [45], the Y -east geomagnetic field is con-
sidered the component that is least impacted by external mag-
netic disturbances and most sensitive to lithospheric activities
among the three magnetic components, which increases the
possibility of detecting internal Earth source anomalies. Thus,
in this article, we used the Y -component data from Alpha and
Charlie (parallel paired flight) to analyze the Nepal earthquake.

B. 2015 Nepal Earthquake

A strong earthquake with magnitude Mw 7.8 occurred
on April 25, 2015, at 06:11:25 (UTC) in Nepal, approx-
imately 80 km to the northwest of the Nepalese cap-
ital of Kathmandu. This large earthquake appeared as
the result of thrust faulting on or near the main
thrust interface between the subducting Indian plate and
the overriding Eurasian plate to the north (from the
United States Geological Survey (USGS), https://earthquake.
usgs.gov/earthquakes/eventpage/us20002926/executive).

Fig. 1. (a) Epicenter and the earthquake-sensitive area of the 2015 Nepal
earthquake. The red star is the epicenter. The black rectangle is an earthquake-
sensitive area. The blue dots with black edges show the earthquakes that
occurred in the earthquake-sensitive area from January 25 to May 25, 2015
(from the USGS). Half of the side length of the rectangle is equal to
Dobrovolsky’s radius. (b) Distribution of investigated tracks for March 12–14,
2015, of the Alpha and Charlie satellites. The blue lines are the investigated
tracks of the Alpha satellite. The red lines are the investigated tracks of the
Charlie satellite.

The epicenter (28.231 ◦N, 84.731 ◦E) of the Nepal earth-
quake is shown as the red star in Fig. 1(a). The hypocenter
has been localized at a shallow focal depth of approximately
8.2 km (from the USGS). Based on the Dobrovolsky radius
D (D = 100.43M km, where M is the earthquake magnitude)
[63], we focused on a rectangular area, with a half-side equal
to D, shown as the black rectangle in Fig. 1(a) (8.231 ◦N ∼
48.231 ◦N, 64.731 ◦E ∼ 104.731 ◦E). We expect that this area
is most likely to find anomalies affected by the preparation
activity for the Nepal earthquake and hereafter referred to as
the “earthquake-sensitive area.” In this article, we investigated
all satellite tracks (from −50◦ to +50◦ geomagnetic latitude to
avoid polar and/or auroral interferences) passing through the
earthquake-sensitive area from January 25 to May 25, 2015,
to study the Nepal earthquake. For example, the tracks of
Alpha and Charlie flying over the earthquake-sensitive area
during March 12–14, 2015, are shown in Fig. 1(b).

C. Nonnegative Tensor Decomposition Method

NTD can analyze multidimensional data and decompose a
given high-order tensor into the sum of a finite number of
rank-1 tensors [47], [64], [65], [66]. Since the rank-1 tensor is
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generated by a few vectors, a small amount of data is used to
represent the original data. They reflect the main local features
of the given tensor [67], [68]. Furthermore, this method makes
no assumptions about the statistical independence of these
features and obviates the need for prior information. Thus,
using the NTD, we can obtain the potential local features of
the nonnegative multidimensional data.

From the literature, anomalies that are probably caused
by large earthquakes tend to occur in the area around the
epicenter, and we expect that these anomalies exhibit some
special pattern features [29]. Therefore, the NTD method is
suitable to separate out the potential local features that only
occur inside the earthquake-sensitive area and are likely related
to the earthquake from the two-satellite magnetic field data of
Alpha and Charlie.

For the two-satellite data, their frequency, location (time),
and channel are considered, so we focus on three-order tensors.
Based on the NTD, for a third-order nonnegative tensor ,
we can obtain three nonnegative matrices that correspond
to the three dimensions of . The column vectors of these
matrices are one-to-one correspondents, and they describe the
features of the corresponding dimensions for the given tensor.
The outer product of each set of corresponding vectors can
generate a rank-1 tensor, which reflects one of the main local
features of . The mathematical NTD model for the third-
order tensor is

≈
R∑

r=1

u(1)
r ◦ u(2)

r ◦ u(3)
r =

�
U (1), U (2), U (3)

�
(1)

U (n) =
[
u(n)

1 , u(n)
2 , . . . , u(n)

R

]
∈R
≥0,In×R ∀n, (n=1, 2, 3) (2)

where ∈ R
≥0,I1×I2×I3 is a third-order nonnegative tensor;

U (1), U (2), and U (3) are three nonnegative matrices, and their
columns are u(1)

r , u(2)
r , and u(3)

r (r = 1, 2, . . . , R), respectively;
and R is the number of decomposition features. In this
formula, ◦ denotes the outer product of the vectors, and 	
denotes the Khatri–Rao product of the matrices. The outer
product of u(1)

r , u(2)
r , and u(3)

r is a rank-1 tensor, and the sum
of the R rank-1 tensors is approximated by the original third-
order tensor .

The sufficient condition [47], [69], [70] for the uniqueness
of tensor decomposition is

N∑
n=1

kU (n) ≥ 2 R + (N − 1) (3)

where N is the number of the order of the tensor. kU (n) is the
k-rank of matrix U (n). The k-rank of a matrix is defined as
the maximum value k such that any k columns are linearly
independent [69].

Then, we set the cost function based on the generalized
Kullback–Leibler divergence [71]. The formula is shown as
follows:

FKL( | ) =
∑
i jk

i jk − i jklog( i jk)

i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , I1. j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , I2. k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , I3

(4)

where i jk is the i jkth element of the third-order tensor ,
is the approximate third-order tensor obtained by summing

R rank-1 tensors, and i jk is the i jkth element of this tensor.
We optimize the cost function by alternately iterating, i.e.,

keeping other matrices fixed, updating one of them, and
updating all matrices in turn. According to the majorization–
minimization optimization method [72], the update formulas
for the matrices are given as follows:

U (n) ← U (n)V (n) (5)

V (n) = [
X(n) � (U (n)�(n))

]
�(n)T (6)

�(n) = (
U (N) 	 · · · 	U (n+1) 	U (n−1) · · · 	U (1)

)T

n = 1, 2, 3.N = 3 (7)

where X(n) is the n-mode product of the third-order tensor
and � denotes the elementwise division.

Finally, we use the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) criterion
to determine whether the iterative result has converged. The
convergence condition is given as follows.

|min
(
U (n), E − V (n)

)| < τ n = 1, 2, 3 (8)

where τ is the convergence tolerance and E is an identity
matrix with the same size as V (n). When the results satisfy
the KKT condition or when the number of iterations reaches
the upper limit Niter , we stop the iteration and obtain U (1),
U (2), and U (3) as the decomposition result.

The process of NTD can be described as follows.
Input: A third-order nonnegative tensor , the number of

decomposition features R, the maximum number of iterations
Niter , and the convergence tolerance τ under the KKT condi-
tion.

Output: Matrices U (1), U (2),and U (3).

1) Initialize the nonnegative matrices U (1), U (2), and U (3),
i.e., randomly generate three nonnegative matrices of the
corresponding sizes.

2) Sequentially update the matrices U (1), U (2), and U (3)

using (5)–(7).
3) Calculate the KKT value by (8). If the result satisfies the

KKT condition or if the number of iterations reaches the
upper limit Niter , stop updating and output the matrices
U (1), U (2), and U (3). Otherwise, return to step 2.

To apply the NTD to the observation data, two points need
to be considered. To achieve good decompositions, signals
from different sources, which we want to separate, need to
have different pattern features across the dimensions of the
tensor. This takes advantage of the multidimensional invari-
ance structure in the data to accomplish the decomposition
[49], [73], [74]. Therefore, we need to consider the data
form (original or through some transform) when building
the high-order tensor. In our research, we consider that the
earthquake-affected signal and other disturbances have dif-
ferent frequency features and spatial distributions. Another
important aspect is the decomposition number of compo-
nents: the ideal decomposition effect can be obtained when
we select an appropriate decomposition number. Currently,
it is generally set by prior knowledge of the data or by
algorithmic estimation [48], [75], [76]. In this study, we set
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the decomposition number based on the prior information of
the data and the results of our previous research. We analyzed
the 2016 M7.8 Ecuador earthquake by nonnegative matrix fac-
torization, which is a matrix decomposition method. We set the
decomposition number R = 3 and obtained good results [33].
For the satellite magnetic observation data, we want to obtain
the local features that are possibly related to earthquakes from
the observation data to avoid the impact of global disturbances.
Therefore, the local earthquake signal, global disturbance,
and small background (or some disturbances induced by the
high latitude activity) are considered to be included in the
observation data.

D. Data Processing

In this part, we used the Y -component magnetic field data to
build third-order tensors, decomposed them, and extracted the
anomalies. First, we preprocessed the Y -component magnetic
field data from Alpha and Charlie. For all investigated tracks,
we synchronized the observation Y -component magnetic field
data of these two satellites by matching the data measured
at the same location (or the nearest location). As a result,
we obtained two sets of data with identical lengths and
corresponding monitored space.

Then, for each set of data of each track, we removed
the core and static crustal magnetic fields from the orig-
inal measured magnetic field by the CHAOS-7 geomag-
netic field model [77]. Subsequently, we applied the discrete
wavelet transform (DWT) following the approach used by
Hattori et al. [78] to remove the low-frequency signal of the
residual data. Specifically, we used a five-level DWT based
on the Daubechies 4 (db4) mother wavelet. Next, we applied
the wavelet synchrosqueezed transforms (WSST) [79] with the
Morlet mother wavelet to each satellite data and obtained two
time–frequency spectra. Finally, the time–frequency amplitude
spectra of the two-satellite data were used to construct the non-
negative third-order tensor. The three dimensions of the tensor
are frequency, location (time), and channel. As an example, for
a track on March 28, 2015, the residual data after removing
the CHAOS-7 model, the data after DWT, and the two time–
frequency amplitude spectra are shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b).

After preprocessing, for each track, we obtained a non-
negative third-order tensor. Then, the NTD was applied to
each tensor, and we obtained its three nonnegative matrices
U (1), U (2), and U (3). In this article, we set the number of
decomposition features R = 3, the maximum number of
iterations Niter = 1000, and the convergence tolerance under
the KKT condition τ = 0.0001.

For convenience and clarity, in the following, we use W, H ,
and C to denote U (1), U (2), and U (3), respectively, and wr , hr ,
and cr to denote u(1)

r , u(2)
r , and u(3)

r (r = 1, 2, 3), respectively.
The nonnegative matrices W, H , and C sequentially show the
main features of the frequency, location (time), and channel
dimensions of the third-order tensor of two-satellite data. Since
the number of features is R = 3, each matrix has three
column vectors. The three wr components describe the main
frequency features of the magnetic field data, the three hr

components show the weights of these features along the

satellite tracks, and the three cr components can be interpreted
as the contributions of the data from Alpha and Charlie to
the features. Each set of wr , hr , and cr is a in one-to-one
correspondence, and the three sets of components describe the
potential local features of the two-satellite data.

Then, we calculated the energy–entropy ratios (see [33]
for more details) of the three sets of components, which
evaluates the concentration of energy and entropy inside the
earthquake-sensitive area of the three features, based on the
three hr components and the corresponding reconstructed
time-domain signals xr . We assumed that the component with
the highest energy–entropy ratio was more likely to reflect the
possible activity of the seismic event preparation and named
it ws1(hs1, cs1). The other two set components were named
ws2(hs2, cs2) and ws3(hs3, cs3) with decreasing order of the
energy–entropy ratio.

Considering that the hsr components can describe where
the frequency features occurred along the track, we used these
components to extract anomalies. To find the anomalies, for
each track, we calculated the root mean square (rms) of the
whole track and set a threshold as thr = K ∗ rms, (K = 4.2,
making 10% of the investigated tracks anomalous tracks).
When the tracks present any values overcoming the threshold,
these tracks are referred to as anomalous tracks. Specifi-
cally, when the tracks exhibit anomalous values inside the
earthquake-sensitive area, they are called “inside anomalous
tracks”; otherwise, they are called “outside anomalous tracks.”

In fact, we do not have much prior knowledge of
earthquake-related signals, and their common features are
not clear. The specific differences between earthquake-related
signals and any other disturbances (including geomagnetic
disturbances) are also not found. However, they should surely
have some different characteristics. Here, we suppose that their
frequency components are different. The other information that
we know is that earthquake-related anomalies are more likely
to appear around the epicenter region, while other disturbances
are likely global influences (e.g., geomagnetic activity) or
occur in other regions. Based on our assumption and the
spatial distribution of the anomalies, we applied a kind of
unsupervised method, i.e., the NTD, to decompose the data
and obtain the main local features of the data without prior
information. Furthermore, the energy–entropy ratio was used
to identify the component whose features are mainly localized
in the epicenter region.

Although the data were affected by some disturbances, such
as geomagnetic activity, as long as the frequency patterns
of the disturbances and the earthquake-related signals were
different, these two kinds of signals could be, in principle, sep-
arated into two different components. Since earthquake-related
anomalies are expected to be focused on the mainshock
region, the other disturbances are more likely to affect global
or other areas. According to the energy–entropy ratio, the
earthquake-related anomalies should be the hs1 component,
while other kinds of disturbances should be included in the
other two components. When only the latter disturbances
exist, the corresponding decomposed component is more likely
not the hs1 component. To be precise, it depends on the
energy–entropy ratio of the three decomposed components,
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Fig. 2. Preprocessing results and the NTD results of track 19 on March 28, 2015, and track 21 on February 19, 2015. (a) and (d) Residual of two-satellite data
after removing the CHAOS-7 model and the results after DWT. (b) and (e) Time–frequency amplitude spectrum of the two-satellite data after WSST. (c) and
(f) Three ws basis vectors, three hs weight vectors, and three cs coefficient vectors after the NTD. The red lines show the boundary of the earthquake-sensitive
area.
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for which we have reduced the possible confusion between
disturbances and seismic anomalies.

By applying NTD and considering the energy–entropy ratio,
when the two-satellite magnetic field data have features that
only occur inside the earthquake-sensitive area and differ
from those of the outside area, they can be separated into
the hs1 component. However, the global disturbances that
occur both inside and outside the area should be represented
by the other components. Moreover, since the information of
the two-satellite data is fused, the features that occur inside
the earthquake-sensitive area of one satellite but outside the
area of the other satellite should also be considered a kind
of global disturbance, so they are not represented by the hs1

component. Therefore, after our process, the anomalies of the
hs1 component should more likely reflect the activity inside
the earthquake-sensitive area.

As an example, the decomposition results of track 19 on
March 28, 2015, and track 21 on February 19, 2015, are shown
in Fig. 2. From Fig. 2(a), before NTD, the Alpha data show
weak anomalies in two parts: one is around 28◦ latitude inside
the earthquake-sensitive area, and the other is around −12◦
latitude outside the area. The weak anomalies also occur in
Charlie data and with more global disturbances. After NTD,
from Fig. 2(c), the inside anomalies of the Alpha data and
Charlie data are exhibited in the hs1 component, as shown in
hs1 and cs1, while their outside anomalies are shown in the
hs3 component, by hs3 and cs3. The hs2 component displays
the global disturbances that occur both inside and outside the
earthquake-sensitive area from Charlie data, as shown in hs2

and cs2.
In Fig. 2(d), for the preprocessing data, the anomalies

occurred at three different locations for both Alpha and Charlie
data: around 35◦ latitude (inside the area), from −3◦ to 17◦
latitude for Charlie data (both inside and outside the area),
around 17◦ latitude for Alpha data (inside the area), and around
the −37◦ latitude (outside the area and at high latitude). After
the decomposition, according to Fig. 2(f), the anomalies inside
the earthquake-sensitive area of the two satellites are shown
in the hs1 component; the second anomalies from Alpha and
Charlie are considered to exist both inside and outside the
region, as displayed in hs2 and cs2; the outside high-latitude
anomalies are decomposed into the hs3 component.

Therefore, through NTD, the information of the two-satellite
data is fused, and the anomalies with special pattern features
inside the earthquake-sensitive area can be separated into
the hs1 component; these anomalies are likely related to the
earthquake.

III. RESULTS

A. Spatial Distribution Comparison of the Anomalies

Here, we extracted the anomalies for each of the three
decomposition components and compared their spatial distri-
butions.

As Fig. 3(a)–(c) shows, most anomalies of the hs1 compo-
nent occurred inside the earthquake-sensitive area (red points),
while the anomalies of the other two components more fre-
quently occurred outside the area (blue points). Furthermore,
the energy–entropy ratios of the anomaly (the energy and

Fig. 3. (a)–(c) Spatial distribution of the anomalies for three components hs1,
hs2, and hs3. The red points are the anomalies of inside anomalous tracks that
must have anomalies inside the earthquake-sensitive area and possibly have
anomalies outside the area. The blue points are the anomalies of some outside
anomalous tracks, which only have anomalies outside the earthquake-sensitive
area. (d)–(f) Spatial distribution of the anomalies of inside anomalous tracks
for the hs1 component, Alpha data, and Charlie data.

entropy of the anomalies inside the earthquake-sensitive area
over those of all anomalies inside and outside the area) for the
hs1, hs2, and hs3 components are 0.8652, 0.2945, and 0.0229,
respectively. Therefore, the hs1 component is more likely to
reflect the features of the earthquake-sensitive area; in contrast,
the hs2 and hs3 components (especially for hs3) are more likely
to reflect other phenomena that occur outside the area.

Similarly, we extracted the anomalies from Alpha and
Charlie data but without implementing NTD. The spatial
distributions of the anomalies for the inside anomalous tracks
among the hs1 component, Alpha data, and Charlie data are
shown in Fig. 3(d)–(f). Almost all anomalies of the inside
anomalous tracks for the hs1 component appeared inside the
earthquake-sensitive area, but some anomalies from the Alpha
data and Charlie data occurred both inside and outside the
area. Moreover, the energy–entropy ratios of the anomalies for
these data are 0.9819, 0.6456, and 0.7355, respectively. Thus,
the anomalies of hs1 components after the application of NTD
have greater potential possibilities to reflect the earthquake-
related local features, whereas the anomalies of Alpha data
or Charlie data are more likely to be influenced by global
disturbances.

B. Cumulative Results of Anomalous Tracks

In this part, we cumulated the number of inside anom-
alous tracks and that of outside anomalous tracks for the
three decomposition components hs1, hs2, and hs3. In Fig. 4,
we show the six cumulative results: the three “inside” and three
“outside” cumulative results are shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b),
respectively.

As shown in Fig. 4(a), the inside cumulative result of
the hs1 component shows a clearly accelerated increasing
trend from 60 to 40 days before the Nepal earthquake. For
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Fig. 4. (a) Cumulative number of inside anomalous tracks for the hs1, hs2, and hs3 components. (b) Cumulative number of outside anomalous tracks for the
hs1, hs2, and hs3 components.

the hs2 component, the result displays an increase with four
anomalous tracks around 45 days before the earthquake,
and the other parts are approximately linear. However, the
three tracks of this group not only have anomalies inside
the earthquake-sensitive area but also show high values out-
side the area with similar amplitudes as the inside anom-
alies. Thus, these components are more likely impacted by
global disturbances. The hs3 component has only three tracks
with anomalies inside the earthquake-sensitive area (note
that the first point is at “zero,” so it is not an anomalous
track).

For the outside cumulative results, the hs2 and hs3 com-
ponents exhibit approximately linear growth, as shown in
Fig. 4(b), and the coefficient of determination (R-square) of
their linear fits close to 1 (R-square > 0.98). However, the hs1

component shows an increased group with four anomalous
tracks approximately ten days before the earthquake. Then,
we checked the positions of these anomalies and found that
all of them occurred at high latitudes; furthermore, the values
of the auroral electrojet (AE) index during the acquisition time
of these four tracks were 380, 158, 794, and 675 nT. Thus, this
increase was probably caused by auroral geomagnetic activity
in the Northern Hemisphere.

According to these outcomes, the inside cumulative result
of the hs1 component is more likely associated with the Nepal
earthquake. Thus, we further analyzed this result. As shown
in Fig. 4(a), the cumulative number linearly increases from
90 to 60 days before the earthquake and, thereafter, shows an
obviously accelerated increase from 60 to 40 days before the
mainshock, which is consistent with a sigmoid fit, shown as a
red curve (from −70 to −28 days). After this acceleration,
until ten days before the earthquake, the cumulative result
displays a weak acceleration that obeys a power-law trend,
which we will discuss in Section IV-D in conjunction with
the analysis of lithospheric data. After the mainshock, the
cumulative result recovers to linear growth.

We used the sigmoid fit for its sensitivity to deviations from
linear growth, which is the trend of the cumulative values
for a typical random process [28]. The sigmoid function is
expressed as follows:

Ssigmod(t) = A2 + (A1 − A2)(
1+ e

(x−x0)

dx

) (9)

where A1, A2, x0, and dx are the parameters of the function;
particularly, x0 is the inflection point, which is also the central
point, of the function.
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Fig. 5. Frequency fm of the inside anomalous tracks for hs1 component.

In Fig. 4(a), the rate of increase reaches its maximum
approximately 49 days before the mainshock (i.e., the inflec-
tion point of the sigmoidal fit). According to the statis-
tical evaluation of the fit, the coefficient of determination
(R-square) and adjusted coefficient of determination (adjusted
R-square) are 0.9948 and 0.9936, respectively, and both are
very close to 1. These results indicate that the cumulative
result is very well described by a sigmoid function in this
time interval.

The sigmoid fit suggests a process with an initial accel-
eration followed by a decelerating recovery, which could
describe a phenomenon characterized by a critical point. For
this phenomenon, we would expect more frequent anomalies
when they approach the critical point and less frequent anom-
alies after it. The earthquake is one of the most important
examples of critical phenomena with its occurrence time as its
inflection point. Furthermore, before large earthquakes, there
may also be several critical processes, so the acceleration
of anomalies in the cumulative result likely reflects one of
these critical processes during the preparation phase before
the Nepal earthquake.

C. Frequency Analysis of Ionospheric Magnetic Anomalies

Through NTD, we also obtained the frequency features of
the ionospheric magnetic field anomalies. Here, we analyzed
the frequency fm, which was the frequency with the highest
energy in the frequency features ws1, and focused on the inside
anomalous tracks of the hs1 component.

fm for each anomalous track is shown in Fig. 5. The main
frequency range of the anomalies is 0.02–0.1 Hz. This result is
consistent with the study by Balasis et al. [80], which showed
that the most prominent low-Earth orbit (LEO) observations
of ULF waves are usually made in the Pc3 frequency range
(20–100 mHz). De Santis et al. [28] also found magnetic field
anomalies with frequencies in the Pc3 range, before the Nepal
earthquake. Therefore, the extracted ionospheric magnetic
anomalies with the fm frequency are possibly associated with
the Nepal earthquake.

For the received signal with frequency fm, the skin depth
formula can be used to estimate the depth of its corresponding
underground source [81]. Here, we estimated the depth of the
possible source for ionospheric magnetic anomalies before the
Nepal earthquake based on the frequency fm of the anomalies

Fig. 6. Normalized cumulative number of inside anomalous tracks for hs1
component, Alpha data, and Charlie data.

and electromagnetic parameters around the epicenter

δ =√
1/(π f μσ) (10)

where f is the frequency, μ is the magnetic permeability,
and σ is the electrical conductivity. We calculated the aver-
age value of fm during the accelerated increase phase as
f = (0.0286 (± 0.0139) Hz) and the vacuum permeability
μ0 = 4π × 10−7 H/m as μ; based on [82] and [83], σ ≈
1/40 ∼ 1/25 S/m. Then, by (10), the depth of the source for
the anomalies preceding the Nepal earthquake was estimated
as δ ≈ 12.2-26.3 km. This result is comparable with the depth
range of the rupture from 8 to 20 km of this earthquake [84].
Thus, the detected ionospheric magnetic anomalies likely came
from the Nepal earthquake underground seismic source.

D. Comparison of the Cumulative Results for NTD, Alpha
Data, and Charlie Data

Furthermore, we compared the inside cumulative result
of the hs1 component with those of the Alpha and Charlie
measurements. Since the total number of anomalous tracks
differs among the three cumulative results, we performed
min–max normalization to normalize them, and the results are
shown in Fig. 6.

The cumulative result of the hs1 component shows signif-
icantly accelerated growth before the mainshock. In contrast,
the results for the Alpha or Charlie dataset are more linear
with only some small fluctuations. We further performed
linear fitting for these three results. The adjusted coefficient
of determination (adjusted R-square) for the fitting results of
the hs1 component, Alpha, and Charlie data provided values
of 0.9389, 0.9921, and 0.9843, respectively, and their mean
square errors were 0.0059, 0.0006, and 0.0014. Thus, the
cumulative result of the hs1 component is the most nonlinear
outcome with the lowest adjusted R-square and the highest
mean square error.

For a random process, the accumulated value is expected to
show statistically a linear increase [28]. From this perspective,
the cumulative result after the application of NTD is better than
those from independent analysis of Alpha and Charlie data
using previous techniques. Finally, with the NTD approach,
we are able to obtain the anomalies that likely reflect the
peculiar phenomena before the Nepal earthquake.
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TABLE I

NUMBERS AND PERCENTAGES OF ANOMALOUS TRACKS FOR hs1, hs2, AND hs3 COMPONENTS AT
DIFFERENT Dst LEVELS BEFORE THE NEPAL EARTHQUAKE

TABLE II

NUMBERS AND PERCENTAGES OF ANOMALOUS TRACKS FOR hs1, hs2, AND hs3 COMPONENTS AT

DIFFERENT ap LEVELS BEFORE THE NEPAL EARTHQUAKE

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Geomagnetic Activity Influence Study

In this part, we analyzed whether the accelerated increasing
anomalies of the hs1 component were caused by geomagnetic
activity. The percentages of anomalous tracks for the hs1

components at different levels of geomagnetic activity were
calculated, and the results were compared with those of the
hs2 and hs3 components. We used the Dst index and ap index
to evaluate the geomagnetic activity level.

We divided the geomagnetic activity conditions of the
ionosphere into three levels from L0 to L2 using the absolute
value of the Dst index (from the International Service of
Geomagnetic Indices) according to the study of Loewe and
Prölss [85]. The numbers and percentages of anomalous tracks
(before the earthquake) for each of the three components at
different Dst levels were calculated, and the results are shown
in Table I.

From this table, we notice that the percentage of anomalous
tracks for the hs1 component at the level L0 is the highest

among the three levels. In contrast, for the hs2 and hs3

components, the percentage of anomalous tracks continuously
increases with increasing geomagnetic activity. This trend is
especially obvious for the hs3 component, whose percentage
at level L1 is over twice that at level L0. At level L2, the
percentages of anomalous tracks for hs2 and hs3 components
are both 100%, even if the result is statistically weak as it is
only based on one track, but it has been found with anomalies
in both cases.

Likewise, based on the ap index and its standard classi-
fication, we calculated the percentages of anomalous tracks
at the levels G0, G1, and ≥G2 for the three decomposition
components (https://www.spaceweatherlive.com/en/help/the-
ap-index.html). The results are shown in Table II.

In Table II, the percentages of anomalous tracks for the hs1

component slightly decrease from level G0 to level G1, but,
at level ≥G2, the value increases to 50% (even if it is based
only on two tracks in this level, so a minimum valid variable
value for this result would be 50%). However, because this
result includes the outside anomalous tracks, we specifically
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calculated the percentages of inside anomalous tracks for the
hs1 component at G0, G1, and ≥G2, which are 0.1155, 0,
and 0, respectively. This outcome indicates that the inside
anomalous tracks of the hs1 component occurred only at G0.
For the hs2 and hs3 components, anomalous tracks appeared
at all three levels of geomagnetic conditions. In particular,
for the hs3 component, the percentages grow with increasing
geomagnetic activity and reached 100% at ≥G2.

Therefore, the anomalous tracks of the hs2 and hs3

components were likely influenced by geomagnetic activity.
However, the anomalous tracks of the hs1 component,
especially the inside anomalous tracks, were almost
unaffected by geomagnetic activity, which confirms that
the NTD method, together with the energy–entropy ratio
criterion, is able to identify possible preearthquake signals
independently of the geomagnetic conditions.

B. Solar Activity Influence Study

Since the ionosphere is also impacted by solar activity,
we analyzed the F10.7 index, which indicated the inten-
sity of solar irradiation, during the research period of the
Nepal earthquake. The solar activity can also be checked by
other observations, among them solar flares and occultation
data [86].

During the accelerated growth phase (from 60 to 40 days
before the earthquake), the F10.7 index shows some fluctua-
tions, as shown by the red curve in Fig. 7(a). Then, the study
period was expanded from 200 days before the earthquake
to 200 days after it to check whether there were similar
acceleration behaviors of the ionospheric magnetic anomalies
at other fluctuation periods.

According to the cumulative number of anomalies for
the hs1 component, no such accelerated increasing trends
appeared during other periods with strong fluctuations of the
F10.7 index, such as −188 to −180, −175 to −150, −130 to
−123, and 40 to 60 days, as highlighted by the green parts in
Fig. 7 (the negative days indicate days before the mainshock,
while positive days denote days after the mainshock). This
result indicates that the accelerated growth of ionospheric
magnetic field anomalies from 60 to 40 days before the
earthquake was unlikely to have been caused by solar activity.

C. Validation Study in a Low-Seismicity Period and a
Low-Seismicity Region

In this section, we compared the cumulative result of the
ionospheric magnetic anomalies for the Nepal earthquake with
those of a low-seismicity period and a low-seismicity region.

For the low-seismicity period, the study region and season
are identical to those in the analysis of the Nepal earthquake
but during a period without Mw ≥ 6.0 earthquakes: from
January 22 to May 25, 2019 (no Swarm data are available from
April 29 to May 1). For the low-seismicity region, we analyzed
an area (center of 18.33 ◦N, 155.5 ◦W) at the same magnetic
latitude but different longitudes as the Nepal earthquake, where
seismicity is relatively absent (no Mw > 4.5 earthquakes
have been recorded), as shown in Fig. 8(a). Using the same
technique, we cumulated the number of inside anomalous
tracks of the hs1 component for these two cases.

Fig. 7. (a) Solar activity F10.7 index from 200 days before to 200 days after
the Nepal earthquake. (b) Cumulative number of anomalies for hs1 component
from 200 days before to 200 days after the Nepal earthquake.

Fig. 8. (a) Low-seismicity region and the earthquake-sensitive areas of
the Nepal earthquake. The blue dots with red edges show earthquakes over
4.5 worldwide from January 25 to May 25, 2015. (b) Cumulative results of the
hs1 component for the Nepal earthquake, the low-seismicity period, and the
low-seismicity region. The horizontal coordinate of the low-seismicity period
is the top coordinate, and the horizontal coordinate of the low-seismicity
region and the Nepal earthquake is the bottom coordinate.

The cumulative results of the Nepal earthquake, low-
seismicity period, and low-seismicity region are shown in
Fig. 8(b). Since the Swarm satellites fly on near-polar orbits,
the local time of the data is slightly different as the date
changes. In the cumulative result of the low-seismicity period,
we marked the time duration whose local time is 19:00–21:00
(or 07:00–09:00), which is the local time for the accelerated
increase phase of the Nepal earthquake, as shown by the green
part in Fig. 8(b).

Fig. 8(b) demonstrates that the cumulative results of the low-
seismicity period and low-seismicity region linearly increase,
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Fig. 9. (a) Cumulative Benioff strain S for the lithospheric activity before the Nepal earthquake. (b) Inside cumulative result of the hs1 component for the
ionospheric magnetic field observations before the mainshock.

with an adjusted coefficient of determination (adjusted
R-square) of 0.98243 and 0.98839, respectively. The results of
these two cases do not show an accelerated increase similar to
that of the Nepal earthquake; instead, their behavior is more
like a random process whose cumulative results are expected
to display statistically linear growth [28]. Therefore, the accel-
erated increase phenomenon of the ionospheric magnetic field
anomalies before the Nepal earthquake is probably not caused
by the location, local time, or chance.

D. Lithospheric Benioff Strain and Foreshock Study

In this section, we analyzed the lithospheric activity before
the Nepal earthquake by calculating the cumulative Benioff
strain [87], [88], which can be used to estimate the elas-
tic strain-rebound increment. Then, we compared it with
the inside cumulative result of the hs1 component for the
ionospheric magnetic field observations.

According to the events two years preceding the Nepal
earthquake (by the USGS seismic catalog), we used the max-
imum curvature technique to estimate the smallest magnitude
that could be completely detected in the earthquake-sensitive
area (i.e., the completeness magnitude). Then, the cumulative
Benioff strain S was calculated based on the seismic events in
the earthquake-sensitive area, with magnitude M ≥4.1 and
focal depths d ≤ 50 km, from January 25, 2015, to the

moment of occurrence of the Nepal earthquake. The equation
to calculate S is

S(t) =
N(t)∑
i=1

√
10 4.8+1.5Mi (11)

where Mi is the magnitude of the i th earthquake and N(t) is
the total number of earthquakes until time t .

The result is shown in Fig. 9(a). Up to 63 days before
the mainshock, the cumulative Benioff strain S exhibited an
approximately linear increase, probably due to the standard
seismic rate of the region. Then, it showed two accelerated
growths. The first acceleration was from −63 to −51 days
and obeys a sigmoid fit (coefficient of determination R-square:
0.9825) with the inflection point occurring at −57 days,
as shown by the red curve. The second acceleration was from
−40 to zero days and is well described by a power-law fit
(coefficient of determination R-square: 0.9868) with the time
of failure estimated at +3.5 ± 1.3 days, as shown by the blue
curve. The power-law function is illustrated in the following
equation:

y = A − B(x0 − x)m (12)

where A > 0, B > 0, x0 > 0 (the time of fault failure,
i.e., the occurrence time of the mainshock for seismic data),
and 0 < m < 1. Here, m = 0.25, which has been fixed in
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accordance with theoretical studies and generally confirmed
in many practical cases [89].

A tight clustering of seismic activity could occur prior to a
large earthquake, which could produce the power-law behavior
in the cumulative Benioff strain. The two accelerated behaviors
of the lithospheric cumulative result may be connected to
the foreshock activities of the fault system before the Nepal
earthquake.

Furthermore, the lithospheric results have a very simi-
lar accelerated increasing trend to the cumulative result for
ionospheric anomalies. The latter also displayed two accel-
erated growths with a sigmoid fit (coefficient of determina-
tion R-square: 0.9948; x0 is −49 days) and a power-law
trend (coefficient of determination R-square: 0.9781; x0 is
−5 days), as shown by the red curve and the blue curve
in Fig. 9(b), respectively. This correspondence implies that
the accelerated growth of the ionospheric magnetic anomalies
was possibly associated with lithospheric activity before the
Nepal earthquake. Moreover, the anomalous phenomena in the
ionosphere occurred several days after those in the lithosphere
(e.g., the critical points of the two sigmoid fits are shifted
by approximately eight days), which supports the hypothesis
of a transfer process of the anomalies described by the so-
called LAIC model. Furthermore, we would emphasize that
a transmission time of about one week is in good agreement
with a chain of mechanical, thermal, particle radiation, and
electric phenomena proposed by Pulinets and Ouzounov [26].

In addition, we analyzed the space distribution of the
ionospheric magnetic anomalies. Using the ionospheric mag-
netic anomalies identified by the hs1 component before
the mainshock, we investigated the two acceleration phases.
In particular, we made distribution maps of the lithospheric
preseismics and ionospheric anomalies for the two stages,
respectively. Both geophysical data are divided into two accel-
eration stages, as depicted in Fig. 10: for the lithosphere, the
first stage is selected from −63 to −41 days, and the second
stage is from −40 days to the mainshock. For the ionosphere,
the first stage is identified from −60 to −44 days, and the
second one is from −43 days to the mainshock.

In the first stage, seismicity occurred around the boundary
of the research area instead of near the epicenter, as shown in
Fig. 10(a), which corresponds to the Mogi doughnut hypoth-
esis, i.e., before a large earthquake, the peripheral area sur-
rounding the mainshock becomes very active, while the focal
region is quiet [90], [91]. Our result is also consistent with
the studies by Noda et al. [92] and Ma and Guo [93] who
proposed that, in a nonuniform medium, relatively weak and
strong sections are easily formed on faults. Under stress, local
cracks and slippages first appear in the weak sections to release
strain. Meanwhile, the strain continues to accumulate on the
strong sections and lead these sections to enter a locked stage,
during which no strain anomalies are expected.

At this first stage, most of the ionospheric anomalies are
offset away from the epicenter toward the equator, as shown
in Fig. 10(c). Previous studies found similar phenomena [37],
[58], [94], such as Xie et al. [37] who found that the
preearthquake ionospheric anomalies did not occur directly
above the epicenter but toward the equator, for the 2019

Ridgecrest California earthquake. The reason could be a
possible transfer of the magnetic anomalies along the Earth’s
magnetic field lines [95] or related to a shift of the crests of
equatorial ionospheric anomaly toward the magnetic equator
as systematically found by Ryu et al. [94]. In addition,
a comparison of Fig. 10(a) and (c) shows a coincidence
in the location of some important foreshocks and that of
some ionospheric magnetic anomalies in the Eastern section
of the transcurrent plate boundary where the India plate
slips northward relative to the Eurasian plate. This condition
suggests that, at least, the eastern ionospheric anomalies could
be directly linked to the seismic events that occurred in this
area, which supports the previously discussed sigmoid trends
in this first stage.

As shown in Fig. 10(b) and (d), in the second stage,
some foreshocks continued to occur in the surrounding region
slightly far from the epicenter, but the magnitudes were not
as large as those in the first stage. In contrast, with respect to
the previous stage, some higher magnitude seismicity occurred
closer to and even on the future mainshock fault, which was
possibly due to the expansion of the strain release zone.
In addition, for the ionosphere, in the second stage, the
projection at the Earth’s surface of the ionospheric magnetic
anomalies appeared near the faults around the epicenter,
strongly supporting the hypothesis that they are induced by
seismic activity. Therefore, we observed a special concordance
in the distribution of foreshocks and ionospheric anomalies,
and the ionospheric anomalies seem to converge toward the
future epicenter, as shown in Fig. 10(c) and (d).

The two accelerated growths in the lithosphere and
ionosphere likely reveal two critical states before the
mainshock, which are consistent with the study of
Ma and Guo [93] who found a subinstability stage of fault
deformation before earthquakes, manifested by two instability
activities. In addition, as the mainshock approaches, both
lithospheric foreshocks and ionospheric magnetic anomalies
occur closer to the epicenter, which likely reflects the nucle-
ation process of the Nepal earthquake [96]. This result is also
in line with the study of Kelleher and Savino [97] who found
that foreshocks of large earthquakes tended to cluster around
the epicenter of the eventual mainshock.

E. Comparison With Other Parameters

In this section, we compared our results with those
of other parameter studies on the Nepal earthquake.
Jing et al. [53] proposed an index of the microwave radiation
anomaly (IMRA) and showed that it was enhanced from 62
to 57 days before the Nepal earthquake (the median date
of the results is used since they are averaged every five
days). We note that these subsurface temperature anomalies
occurred after the first lithospheric acceleration and before
the first ionospheric acceleration. Such a temporal chain (i.e.,
lithosphere, subsurface, and ionosphere) further supports the
seismic source of the identified anomalies in this study and
the outstanding and promising capabilities of the developed
NTD technique to search for ionospheric precursors.

Furthermore, before the Nepal earthquake, some ionospheric
anomalies occurred around the faults besides the epicenter,
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Fig. 10. Spatial distributions of two stages for (a) and (b) lithospheric foreshocks and (c) and (d) ionospheric magnetic anomalies. The black curves, blue
curves, and red star with black edge show the faults (Global Earthquake Model Global Active Fault, accessed through Resource Watch (August 30, 2021),
www.resourcewatch.org), coast, and the epicenter of the Nepal earthquake, respectively. The black parts in (c) and (d) indicate that ionospheric anomalies
continuously occur.

which were possibly related to the active ongoing tecton-
ism. The microruptures of tectonic faults could produce the
preearthquake anomalies and determine the main locations of
some of them [26], [98], [99]. We can expect that particles,
radon, or other gas emitted near the future source location
of the incoming earthquake can migrate toward the Earth’s
surface along the faults. Many studies have detected some
temperature anomalies, and gas release usually appears around
the faults of the mainshock [26], [100], [102], [103]. For
the Nepal earthquake, Qi et al. [12] found that the negative
MBT anomaly developed into a stripe parallel to the thrust
belt before the mainshock. In the atmosphere, OLR anomalies
were also found near the main fault and the west faults of
the epicenter before the event by Ouzounov et al. [55]. In the
ionosphere, we found that some magnetic anomalies occurred
near two faults (A1 and A2) around the epicenter of the
mainshock, as shown in Fig. 11. The shape of the spatial
distribution for the ionospheric anomalies is very similar to
that of the atmospheric OLR anomalies [55, Fig. 5]. Moreover,

some ionospheric anomalies occurred close to and slightly
later than the atmospheric anomalies, as shown in Table III
(anomalies from March to the day before the mainshock were
checked since the study of OLR is from March to May).
The spatial correspondence and the anomalous phenomena
near the active faults suggested that the extracted ionospheric
anomalies are likely related to the activity of the tectonic faults
before the Nepal earthquake.

These results are also consistent with the LAIC model
integrated with the study from Freund et al. [98]. This model
suggests that peroxy bonds exist among the most common
minerals in the lithosphere, which can provide an electrical
response to stress and other variables. A slight movement,
induced by the increase in stress, can break these peroxy
bonds, produce p-holes, and subsequently generate a series of
anomalous phenomena, such as electric underground currents,
thermal infrared emissions (higher rates at narrow topographic
highs), air ionization, increased ion and electron content in the
ionosphere, and, finally, electromagnetic anomalies.
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Fig. 11. Spatial distribution of ionospheric magnetic anomalies. The black
curves, blue curves, and red stars with black edges show the faults, coast,
and epicenter of the Nepal earthquake, respectively. The black parts indicate
that the ionospheric anomalies continuously occur. The spatial distribution of
anomalies around the A1 and A2 faults is similar to that of the atmospheric
OLR anomalies founded by Ouzounov et al. [55].

TABLE III

IONOSPHERIC MAGNETIC ANOMALIES AND ATMOSPHERIC OLR ANOM-
ALIES (FROM [55]) OCCURRED ON THE FAULTS (A1 FAULT AND A2

FAULT) AROUND THE EPICENTER FROM MARCH 1 TO THE DAY
BEFORE THE MAINSHOCK

This LAIC model could explain the anomalous phenomena
that occurred in different layers before the Nepal earthquake:
first, the rock fractured, followed by increased temperature
in the subsurface around the mountain; then, atmospheric
radiation anomalies appeared around active faults; finally,
ionospheric magnetic field anomalies were detected. Thus, the
ionospheric magnetic anomalies that we observed are possibly
related to the preparation process of the Nepal earthquake. Fur-
thermore, our study provides evidence that coupling probably
exists among the lithosphere, atmosphere, and ionosphere.

V. CONCLUSION

Using the NTD technique, we merged the Y -component
magnetic field data measured by the Swarm Alpha and Charlie
satellites to explore the preparation phase of the 2015 Mw
7.8 Nepal earthquake, including all the observation data,

regardless of the strength of the geomagnetic activity. After
decomposition of the magnetic signal, the cumulative result
of the hs1 component (i.e., the component with the highest
energy–entropy ratio inside the earthquake investigated
area) showed a sigmoid accelerated growth from 60 to
40 days before the mainshock. Then, until ten days before
the earthquake, it obeyed a power-law trend, and after the
mainshock, it recovered to linear growth. Compared with the
anomalies extracted from Alpha and Charlie data without
implementing the NTD approach, the anomalies of the hs1

component were more focused inside the earthquake-sensitive
area, and its cumulative result was more nonlinear showing
an accelerated increase before the mainshock. Moreover,
through validation analyses, we provide several proofs that the
cumulative anomaly of the hs1 component is not influenced
by nonseismic factors, such as geomagnetic activity, solar
activity, and other accidental factors. In addition, the frequency
of the ionospheric magnetic anomalies was consistent with the
Pc3 wave range, whose estimated depth range of a potential
source related to the magnetic anomalies by the skin depth
formula is around the real mainshock rupture depth range
reported by Fan and Shearer [84].

Combining the ionospheric magnetic results with the cumu-
lative Benioff strain, we found that the cumulative results
of both lithosphere and ionosphere datasets exhibited two
accelerated growths before the Nepal earthquake. The first
acceleration was consistent with a sigmoid fit, and the second
acceleration showed a power-law behavior. These two acceler-
ations likely described two critical processes before the main-
shock, which were two instability activities on the fault and
possibly marked the arrival of the inevitable earthquake stage.
Furthermore, for the spatial distributions of the lithospheric
foreshocks and ionospheric anomalies, in the first acceleration
stage, foreshocks mainly appeared in the surrounding region
of the epicenter, and the ionospheric magnetic anomalies were
offset toward the equator with a partial superposition on the
Eastern side of the investigated region. In the second acceler-
ation stage, foreshocks tended to cluster near the mainshock
epicenter, and ionospheric anomalies also appeared near the
faults around the epicenter. These anomalous phenomena are
consistent with the Mogi doughnut hypothesis [90] and likely
reflect the nucleation process of the Nepal earthquake. These
results also correspond to the studies on the states of stress and
seismic activity before large earthquakes by Ma and Guo [93]
and Kelleher and Savino [97]. In accordance with these stud-
ies, we suggest that the preparation process for the 2015 Nepal
earthquake was possibly composed of two stages.

In addition, temporally, the detected ionospheric anomalies
correspond to the subsurface microwave radiation anomalies
found by Jing et al. [53]. Spatially, they correspond to the
atmospheric OLR anomalies found by Ouzounov et al. [55].
These results further support the reliability of the ionospheric
anomalies that are likely associated with the Nepal earth-
quake preparation phase. Moreover, these correspondences and
the transfer processes among different geolayers could be
explained by the LAIC model.

Generally, the data possibly disturbed by geomagnetic
activity are removed because we cannot determine whether
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the extracted anomalies during this period are influenced by
geomagnetic activity or related to the earthquake. By apply-
ing NTD, we hope to distinguish earthquake-related signals
and geomagnetic disturbances by their frequency pattern and
spatial distributions, and the results show that this approach
was effective for the 2015 Nepal earthquake. In addition
to geomagnetic disturbances, the other disturbances can also
be separated into non-hs1 components from the data. How-
ever, this method is based on the differences in multidi-
mensional invariance structures between earthquake-related
signals and other kinds of disturbances for each track. It is
difficult to find the common features of earthquake-related
signals or common differences between effective signals
and disturbances; however, this challenge is fundamental
because it is the final objective of any earthquake precursor
study.

For the 2015 Nepal earthquake, the NTD method has shown
the capability to extract a component whose anomalies are
likely related to the preparation of the earthquake, from the
two-satellite magnetic field data, without having been affected
by the impact of geomagnetic activity. This method is helpful
for making full use of satellite observations and merging
the information of multidimensional data to study the likely
preparation process of large earthquakes. In the Supplementary
Material, we further show the results of three other cases to
prove that the NTD method can also provide good effective
results for other large earthquakes and has certain robustness.
This approach could introduce a new perspective to analyze
space observation data and help us better understand earth-
quake events. It could also be expanded to analyze other
remote sensing data that are influenced by disturbance factors
to study the Earth system.

Nevertheless, more earthquakes still need to be investigated,
and statistical work must be performed to check the generality
of the NTD method and reveal the possible law of ionospheric
magnetic anomalies associated with strong earthquakes. In our
future work, more parameters will be analyzed to better
explain the anomalous phenomena and explore the mechanism
of the coupling among different layers. The complex structures
of the fault zone may be primarily responsible for the variation
in the observed anomalous phenomena. Therefore, it is nec-
essary to pay attention to the tectonics and active faults, and
analyze the evolving states of the possible process of stress
before earthquakes.
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